
Boston & New York

Boston is filled with parks and the nearest one within 

walking  distance to us was the Boston Public Garden, 

the nation's oldest botanical garden, begun in 

1859. It Features elegant Victorian flower beds, 

weeping willows and a lake where swan-shaped 

boats drift lazily in the summer. It has colorful plots 

of tulips planted in different areas all around plus a lagoon 

with white swans swimming lazily around. It is also 

famous for its swan boats and fountains. A bronze statue 

of Geroge Washington dominates the garden. It is a 

photographer’s delight as it has inviting walks and 

lovely bridge views. Next to it is the famous Boston 

Common, a much bigger park.

     We of course sent our affirmative  
reply to RI and decided to leave six 
days early and flew to Boston on May 
8 to give us time to get-over the jet 
lag. PDG Jack Ryan, (our aide) a 
Rotarian from the Rotary Club of 
Braintree near Boston, met us at 
Logan Airport. We were booked at the 
John Hancock Hotel and Conference 
Center, which had an exquisite 
location and exceptional service. Built 
in 1925, The John Hancock Hotel & 
Conference Center started out as the 
Club House for the University Club of 
Boston. The design of the Club House 
is in the Adams style with an exterior 
of limestone and Harvard brick. The 
main lobby was dignified and had a 

beautiful and dramatic staircase in
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 Dr. Ruben G. Henson Jr.  

 Past District Governor, D3790 

 No. 7 Francis St., Villa Gloria 

 Angeles City, Pampanga   2009 

 Philippines

Fax: 63-45-888-7669

Dear Ben:

The District Conference is always a special event in the Rotary year, and Young and I are seeking to support our 

team by inviting outstanding Rotary Leaders to represent us at District Conferences. 

The District Conference is an opportunity to emphasize Rotary’s service in the areas of water, health and hunger, 

and literacy. I am asking all Rotarians to focus efforts in each of these areas on children, and reducing the terrible 

rate of child mortality in our world. 

Young and I would like to invite you, Ben, and your spouse, Josefina, to represent us at the following district 

conference: D7950, 14-17 May 2009, West Point, New York. 

We hope you will be able to accept our invitation. We know that you can inspire your fellow Rotarians to higher 

levels of service, and that you will encourage them to Make Dreams Real.   

Kind regards,  

D.K. Lee

President, Rotary International, 2008-09

FAX: 1 847-866-3178

Please send your reply to Kari.Pasqualetti@rotary.org. Thank you.

 

      

the middle. It had an ideal location quite affordable compared to the other Back Bay hotels 

nearby. We had complimentary continental breakfast, and a daily newspaper, so we felt right at 

home. We also had complimentary WiFi access near the lobby plus free computer and printing 

facilities. So, even though the weather was in the high 40’s and low 50’s we didn’t mind as we 

hibernated for about 5 days in our cozy old-style hotel. We ventured outside only to grab a 

quick bite for lunch or dinner at the nearby Burger King and other fast food restaurants. Our 

hotel was a short walking distance to Trinity Church a beautiful masterpiece of American 

architecture.“Dedicated in 1877, Trinity presents a bold, fresh new face and feeling for 

ecclesiastical architecture in America. The Church continues to be heralded today as a 

celebrated example of "Richardsonian Romanesque" design, named after its architect, H. H. 

Richardson. Trinity Church has appeared on the architectural community's "top ten" lists of 

significant buildings for over 100 years”. 

     Near the Trinity church and across the street a block from our hotel is the glass John 

Hancock Tower, which was built in 1976 as Boston's tallest building. The modern building 

designed by I. M. Pei contrasts with the neighborhood's 19th century buildings. There was a 

controversy over the construction of a modern skyscraper at Copley Square, a site with many 

important historic buildings, and this sparked an intense debate. The architecture firm of I.M. Pei 

and partners proposed a sleek 60 - story tower with a glass curtain wall, a stark contrast with 

the 19th century Romanesque Trinity Church across the street. The combination turned out to 

work well: the glass wall of the 60 - story John Hancock Tower reflects its surroundings and 

serves as a gleaming backdrop and does not interfere with it. I. M. Pei would later implement a 

similar solution in Paris, where a glass pyramid is set in the middle of historic Louvre. The John 

Hancock tower was built in 1976 and at 241 meters (790ft), it is still the tallest building in 

Boston. 

     

       Since the District 7950 Conference was not till May 14 to 17, 2009, we had plenty of time to walk 
around and explore good old-fashioned Boston...like the huge Public Library, a short stroll from our 
hotel, Copley Square of course, and many old churches and brownstone buildings nearby. We also 
had a chance to savor Boston’s famous Clam Chowder soup and seafood cuisine at the Legal 
Seafood Restaurant at the Prudential Center Located in the heart of Boston's historic Back Bay. 
  
     It’s amazing how the city was able to preserve so many charming old buildings and its many 
squares and parks. Of course we were not forgetting the many shops around there but Talbot’s really 
stood out. As a teen-aged college student of Fine Arts in the early 60’s, I used to browse through old 
issues of New Yorker magazine and Talbot’s was included in its whole-page ads. “Established in 
1947, by Rudolf and Nancy Talbot, they opened their first shop in Hingham, Massachusetts, a quaint 
town not far from Boston. Talbots quickly became known for its timeless style, great color, impeccable 
tailoring and friendly service. In 1948, Rudy and Nancy launched their direct mail business by 
distributing 3,000 black-and-white fliers to names obtained from The New Yorker magazine. The 
company is known for timeless wardrobe items and its famous silk scarves and bags that have such 
fine workmanship; add to that the gracious service of its staff and its welcoming red doors.” 

      A trip to Boston is not complete without a visit to the MFA (Museum of Fine Arts) and Harvard 
University where Ben took his post-graduate studies in Ophthalmology in the early ‘60s. On our last 
visit to MFA in 1986, the huge paintings of my favorite portrait artist John Singer Sargent were on 
display. This time, there were only a few of his portraits exhibited, but luckily, there were a few 
portraits by a not so well-known woman artist named Cecilia Beaux who I recently discovered through 
the Internet. She did huge portraits just like Sargent and many people at that time thought that a male 
artist painted her works. This time I was able to appreciate Sargent’s Mural decorations, sculptures 
and sketches. The selection on view here helps reveal his creative process. It’s amazing how he was 
able to do all of these in his twilight years. Born in Italy in 1856 to American parents, Sargent passed 
away in 1925.

      After immersing ourselves in Boston’s Art and Culture, May 14th quickly came, and at about 10:00 
a.m. PDG John Ryan and his spouse Pat picked us up in their gold-colored long, sleek and shiny 
Cadillac. We were not surprised that all of our 6 pieces of luggage fitted in the trunk of the car, as it was 
quite deep and roomy. Jack was an expert driver and we easily glided through the city traffic into the 
Boston Turnpike. We had a leisurely lunch at a favorite Pizza stop, then, in no time at all we were at the 
entrance of West Point. We came in a day ahead of the busloads of Rotarians who were to arrive the 
next day. District Governor Stephen “Steve” Silverman and spouse Amy-Jo came in ahead of us.     
    
  

Above left: The famous Sargent Rotunda at the MFA; Above right: Josie with Fannie Koa posing near the entrance of the Sargent 

exhibit. Below left: The Sargent Colonade;  Above: a huge portrait by Sargent;  Above right: an oil sketch of Venice, by Sargent;  

Below left: Sitting on the front steps of a Harvard University Building; Below right: The huge Harvard University Library

“Dating back to 1634, the Common and Public  Gardens provide 75 acres of green 

space in the heart of Boston's densely packed downtown core. Both park spaces 

were the first of their kind in this country and have been centers of public  life and 

civic  virtue since their inception. Full of activity, the Common offers some of the 

city's best people-watching. With its grand sweep down from the majestic State 

House, the Common provides an uninterrupted view of green expanse, historic 

city buildings, and people. The parks host concerts, plays and other sorts of 

gatherings and offers facilities and amenities that support a wide range of more 

spontaneous uses and activities. 

While the Common and the Gardens are adjacent (bisected by Charles Street) and 

serve a unified purpose, the two parks spaces have vastly different characters. 

The larger, more pastoral Common supports recreational activities and flexible 

uses, while the Public Garden is devoted to ornamental design. The Common 

contains walking paths, open green spaces, a "frog pond" with a fountain 

frequented by children on hot steamy days, play areas, and a war monument. The 

Public Garden was established in 1837 when philanthropist Horace Gray petitioned 

for the use of land as the first public botanical garden in the United States.” 

BOSTON

  Above: PDG Jack Ryan and Ben at Logan Airport; Below left: Trinity Church; Below right: John Hancock Hotel and Conference Center

Above: View of Thayer Hotel from behind with the lawn facing the spectacular panorama of the Hudson River; Below: The mezmerising view 

from our room on the Thayer’s third floor;  Below left: With Pat Ryan at the Thayer lobby with a portrait of Col. Thayer in the background; 

Below right: Having coffee with Pat, Jack, Amy-Jo and Steve at Thayer Hotel dining hall while awaiting arrival of the busloads of Rotarians; 

Below left: Rotarians arriving at The Thayer Hotel and checking-in after the long bus ride from Boston; Below right: Assistant 

Governor Joe Clancy and his wife, Geraldine at the hotel lobby consulting with Ben about her eyes

  WEST POINT, NEW YORK

   
     The moment we entered the Thayer Hotel we were impressed by its old world charm and elegance. 
The hotel’s interior carries on the medieval theme, using polished hand-carved wooden beams, leaded 
glass and marble and stone ornamentation. The vast lobby included circular candle chandeliers 
suspended from the ceiling, flags from many nations on display and a collection of portraits of 
prominent military leaders. Set on a hilltop overlooking the majestic Hudson River, the Thayer Hotel at 
West Point is a national historic landmark located in the heart of the Hudson Valley, New York. With 
beautiful vistas, luxury guest rooms, meeting rooms with panoramic views of the Hudson River and fine 
dining, and the chance to experience some of the pomp and pageantry of West Point, the Thayer Hotel 
at West Point was indeed the ideal location for the District Conference. 

     After checking-in and getting settled in our room, we were enjoying the view from our window when 
there was a knock on the door. DGE Bill Vangel and spouse Tina brought in a basket of luscious fruits 
into the room. That was indeed so thoughtful of them. We chatted for a while and then went down to 
the lobby to wait for the arrival of the buses. At the Thayer Hotel dining area and while waiting over 
coffee, we got to know the governor better. District Governor Steve is a Paul Harris Fellow, and has 
been a member of the Plymouth, Massachusetts, a Rotary Club since 1987. Over the years, he has 
served Rotary in a number of capacities. He has been both the Treasurer and President of his Rotary 
Club, and a member of many district level committees. Currently he is active on Policies & Guidelines, 
Foundation Seminar, Russian Open World, the District Conference and District Directory Committees. 
He is particularly honored that the membership elected him as District Treasurer for the past three 
terms. 

    Governor Steve was born in Providence, Rhode Island and grew up in Lewiston, Maine. He served 
four years in the Air Force. Steve attended both Northeastern University and the University of 
Massachusetts at Boston. He is a retired jeweler and a gemologist, educated and registered by the 
Gemological Institute of America. He operated his own business in Plymouth for over 26 years. Steve 
is proud of his two children, Seth, from Charlottesville, Virginia, and Kimberly, who is married to Garrett 
Winslow. His wife, Amy-Jo Aronson-Silverman is a Paul Harris Fellow herself. She is a member of the 
Rockland-Hanson Rotary Club; active along with Steve in many Rotary endeavors including 
coordinating the Russian Open World Program for two years. That is a brief description of Governor 
Steve. Amy-Jo is super active in RYLA and shared her projects and activities during the Conference. 
    
    That night, Governor Steve, Amy-Jo and the other PDGs, DGE and DGN present hosted an informal 
dinner for us at the huge Thayer dining room. While we were dining, Governor Steve said that he 
wasn’t sure he could join us at the Disctict Conference as he just had bypass surgery last April 20th. But 
he was so thankful that everyone in District 7950 has done a little more Rotary work than usual and 
made sure, despite his surgery, that all Rotary business was taken care of properly and on time. One 
good thing that has come from his recent illness was the opportunity it gave their district to 
demonstrate continuity and cooperation in action. District 7950 has truly functioned as a team. 

     The PDGs headed by Jack Ryan and spouse Pat, DGs to be, like Bill Vangel and spouse Tina and 
of course Incoming Govenror Terry Humfreys and spouse Mary and many regular Rotarians, all 
pitched in to pick up the slack in Governor Steve’s temporary disability might have caused. When the 
district governors from one year to another truly work together, as theirs did, everyone benefited. They 
have indeed established a model that each club puts into practice for itself. 

     Their active IPDG David Clifton himself recently visited District 6670 in Cincinnati, Ohio with 
spouse Linda and were RI President’s Representatives there last April of 2009; while PDG James 
Rassol and spouse Chris were also RIPRs in District 6170 in Hot Springs, Arkansas also last April, 
2009. 

    Saturday, May 16th - We were up bright and early for a delicious buffet breakfast at the Lawn 
Terrace. Then the Rotarians trooped to the Crest Terrace North for the next address of Ben and a 
special guest, the speaker was Col. Jason Lynch, a Rotarian and his club is West Point and they meet 
in the hotel on Thursdays at 7:30 am. He taught about Environmental Science at West Point. His 
speech was about leadership and how the Rotary principles could develop future good cadets. The 
various breakout sessions were on “What Makes an Effective Rotary Club”, “What is Club Visioning”, 
and “Successful Club Projects and Programs”, etc. In a separate Spouses’ Session dubbed “Rotary for 
Non Rotarians”. In a separate Spouses’ Session, Amy-Jo had planned a few easy "ice breakers" to just 
talk, and get to know each other through conversation and sharing. Many of the conference attendees 
were "first timers" and Amy-Jo was very pleased there were many for whom this would be an 
introduction to Rotary at a level beyond their own clubs, and wanted to make sure that they would feel 
included. She and Steve wanted to be sure everyone, especially partners, felt very welcome and 
comfortable amongst people they may have never met before. Being a Rotarian, I was asked to 
preside over the round-table discussion and took the opportunity to talk about District 3790 and show a 
book with colorful photos about the Philippines and its beautiful beaches and tourist spots and share 
with the ladies what my eClub One’s projects were. In the afteroon, Governor Steve and Amy-Jo 
donned some cute rabbit ear head bands to emphsize their active involvement to RYLA as “Energizer 
Bunnies” and even handed us some bright red RYLA t-shirts.

Below left: Governor Steve at the Break-out sessions while incoming Governor Terry listens; Below right: 7950 

Rotarians getting acquainted at he garden prior to the Barbecue Reception

     The most awaited event of the conference was the District Governor’s Dinner Reception and I had 
to hurry back to our room after the grand tour of West Point to press my hand-embroidered pineapple 
fiber formal two-piece long gown. Luckily, all hotel rooms nowadays are equipped with electric irons 
and ironing boards. I remember when we were in Nashville for Ben’s training at the International 
Assembly in 1984, I had to bring a tiny foldable iron to press my pineapple gown on our bed as there 
was no ironing board. Ben wore his wrinkle-free linen formal Barong Tagalog shirt so when we went 
down for the reception, there were several photo sessions with the Rotarians. All the the ladies were 
resplendent in their formal cocktail dresses while the gentlemen wore their dapper tuxedos. After 
Govenor Steve’s inspiring remarks and Ben’s address, we had a sumptuous dinner with a choice of 
either Filet Mignon, Chicken Piccata, or Eggplant Rollatini. There were a few awards given and we 
lingered over coffee, tea and dessert, then went back to the Hospitality Rooms on the third floor and 
got to meet more Rotarians from District 7950.    

Below left: With Past President Paulette & Dick Boudrot of Weymouth, MA. and below right: posing infront to the Philippine Flag

Above left: Amy-Jo in her simple but stunning formal gown; Above right: With Linda Clifton and a friend at the Hospitality Room;

Below: With us from left, Erin, Alyssa, the youthful DGN Charlie Murphy, Sr., spouse Carrie and only son Charlie Jr. or “CJ”

Above: With District 2220 GSE from Russia Team Leader Valery Sokhan, and Team Members Irina Lebedeva, Olga Shurvel, Vaidislav 

Utyanskiy and Alexey Guzeev; Below left: PDG Morton Feinberg led the Ecummenical Service which was very solemn and moving 

especially when Incoming Governor Terry called all the names of the PDGs who have passed away and DGN Charlie rang the bell each time 

a name was called and thereafter, a relative or friend took a pink carnation from the table 

      Rotary International (RI) chooses a new president every year and he announces the theme for his 
year. President D. K. Lee’s theme for 2009-2010 is “Make Dreams Real” and his main thrust is on 
Rotary’s service in the areas of water, health, hunger, and literacy and on reducing the terrible rate of 
child mortality in the world.  

      RI has 534 Districts spread in 200 countries around the world and a Governor leads each district. 
A District Conference is the Governor’s showcase, culminating a year of successful leadership. All 
Districts expect the RI President to visit them; however, it is impossible for the Rotary International 
President to be at every Conference, so he sends past Directors, other RI Officers, or Past District 
Governors to represent him in many of the Conferences around the world.  

      Last March 4, we got an urgent phone call from Australia. The lady calling from the other end 
informed us about an invitation she faxed from President D. K. Lee (of Korea) to represent him at the 
District Conference of District 7950 to be held in West Point, New York on May 14 to 17, 2009. Since 
we had a new fax number, we did not get her fax, so, she e-mailed us instead, and this is the letter we 
received from RI: 
 

      On May 13th we got ready to re-pack our luggage and prepare the outfits needed for the District 
Conference. Ben and I brought out our native formal Philippine attire and we reminisced about all the 
other assignments we have had before this. We can never forget our first assignment, which was in 
1987, to represent MAT and Nita Caparas in India in two District Conferences, to Vishakhapatnam and 
Bangalore, the Garden City of India. In 1989, President Royce and Jean Abbey asked us to represent 
them in three district conferences in Australia. First in Albury, near Melbourne in Victoria, the second in 
Orange, New South Wales, Australia’s apple-growing region, located about three hours from Sydney. 
The third was in Canberra, the capital city where the District Conference was held at the new 
Parliament Building. We had a few days’ rest between conferences, so we stayed for about three 
weeks in Australia. In 1992, we were asked by President Raja to represent him and Usha in Singleton, 
Australia, right at the heart of The Hunter Valley, Australia’s oldest and one of its most well known wine 
regions, less than two hours from Sydney and about 45 minutes to Newcastle. Our last assignment was 
in 2005 when we represented President Glenn and Mary Estess in Pattaya, Thailand. 

“Sargent, one of the most skillful and well-respected American artists of his day, 

created his decorative program for the dome and central rotunda of the Museum of 

Fine Arts, Boston, between 1917 and 1921. One of the MFA's greatest treasures--

and one of the crowning achievements of Sargent's career--these paintings and 

decorative reliefs depict figures drawn from classical mythology. Including rarely 

seen preparatory drawings, related paintings, and a new interactive kiosk offering 

further context for Sargent's painted and sculpted designs, this installation 

encourages further understanding of the mural projects and invites visitors to see 

anew the Museum's magnificent Ruth and Carl J. Shapiro Rotunda (1921) and 

Colonnade (1925). Sargent's extensive travels throughout Egypt, Greece, Turkey, 

Spain, and Italy provided inspiration for his mural designs. As he traveled, Sargent 

produced numerous drawings and oil sketches based mostly on Greek mythology.” 

    “The Thayer Hotel at West Point has been part of American history since 1926, when it 
was originally constructed to accommodate U.S. Military Academy personnel and their 
guests. It was a successor of the original West Point Hotel and is named for Colonel 
Sylvanius Thayer, Superintendent of the Academy from 1817 to 1833. Listed on the 
National Registry of Historic Places, The Thayer Hotel is the only full-service hotel on the 
Hudson River from the George Washington Bridge to Albany. The majestic, Gothic-style, 
granite building sits at the south entrance to the U.S. Military Academy, offering dramatic 
views of the Hudson River and the Hudson Highlands.
     
    The Thayer Hotel completed a $26 million dollar restoration in 1999 and additional 
renovations in 2003/2004. Today, The Thayer Hotel offers 151 beautiful guest rooms and 
ten meeting rooms for events from 15 to 300 people. In keeping with the historic 
architecture, the dining room retains the old world charm with leaded glass windows, 
chandeliers and portraits of military leaders of the past. During the summer months, the 
Hudson Terrace offers ever popular alfresco dining and breathtaking views of the Hudson 
River and historic Constitution Island
     
    Over the years, The Thayer Hotel has hosted a long line of dignitaries and celebrities 
including General Douglas Mac Arthur, President Dwight D. Eisenhower, President John F. 
Kennedy, Her Royal Highness Princess Alsha Bint-Huessen of Jordan, singer Luciano 
Pavarotti, actors George C. Scott and Gregory Peck, the cast of "The Sopranos", and the 
Hensons, among many others.”

      In Governor Steve Silverman’s letter to us, we found out that District 7950 includes Southeastern 
Massachusetts, Cape Cod & the islands of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard, and the state of Rhode 
Island. So, all the Rotarians had to travel for almost four hours from Massachusetts to attend the 
district conference at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, New York. 

     Friday, May 15th - The Rotarians left Boston early and boarded the rented luxury buses that took 
everyone to West Point. Later, the buses would be used for the various tours over the weekend. As 
soon as the busloads of Rotarians came in, there was a couple asking if there was a doctor in the 
house and PDG Jack pointed to Ben and said, he is a doctor. It turned out that Geraldine, the wife of 
PPJoe Clancy, was having eye problems and luckily Ben was around to take a close look at her eyes. 
We got to meet IPDG David Clifton and his spouse Linda, as well as Incoming Governor Terry 
Humfreys and Mary. There was an informal cocktail reception at the Crest Room.

     The chefs were preparing the grills outside for the Barbecue Reception afterwards. We were half 
expecting some West Point Cadets to do the honors of parading the flags at the opening of the District 
Conference but sadly, most of them were all on vacation, so IPDG David Clifton thought of asking the 
RIPRs and the Group Study Exchange from Russia and a Professor from West Point were asked to 
parade the flags in the opening ceremony. What a unique and innovative idea!  

      After the parade of Flags the First Plenary Session, the opening ceremony was held at the Garden 
Terrace near the garden overlooking the magnificent view of the Hudson River. Governor Steve 
welcomed everyone to West Point then Ben did his first address with a powerpoint presentation about 
the Philippines and a message from President D.K. Lee. We had a sumptuous barbecue dinner and a 
dance party afterwards. The fellowship continued upstairs at the Hospitality rooms up to past midnight.

  DISTRICT 7950 CONFERENCE - THAYER HOTEL 
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Above left: Governor Steve turning over the gavel to Incoming Governor Terry; Above right: Bidding farewell to the GSE Team from District 

2220,Russia, Governor Steve prepares to hand over some small mementoes to the group. Below left: Ben and Josie receiving a gift from 

Steve and Amy-Jo; Below right: Ben posing with IPDG David Clifton,  

2008 -2009 DIstrict 7590 Rotary Team: Left to right IDG Eldon “Terry” Humfreys, DGN William “Bill” Vangel Jr., DG Stephen 

“Steve” Silverman, RIPR Ruben “Ben” Henson and DGE Charles “Charlie” Murphy posing for a souvenir photo.

  “The Cadet Chapel is a famous landmark and symbol of religious activities of the 
Military Academy and was designed by the renowned firm of Cram, Goodhue and 
Ferguson. Dedicated in 1910 and constructed of native granite, this building blends 
naturally into the surrounding landscape. The architecture combines the techniques and 
shapes of Gothic with the massiveness of medieval fortresses. This architectural theme 
subsequently dominated the other construction at West Point. The Cadet Chapel organ 
(M.P. Moeller,) begun in 1911 and enlarged by memorial gifts is now the largest church 
organ in the world.  The Organist and Director of Music is Mr. Craig Williams. Craig 
Williams and other artists perform concerts throughout the year. The stained glass 
windows have been executed by the Willet Studios of Philadelphia. The great Sanctuary 
Window, inscribed with the words of the motto of the Academy, "Duty, Honor, Country," 
was the first to be installed. All of the side windows are memorial windows given over 
time by various classes. The first pew features silver plates engraved with the signatures 
of previous Superintendents. Among them are the names of Generals MacArthur, Taylor, 
and Westmoreland. Services in the Cadet Chapel are conducted for Protestant members 
of the Corps of Cadets, the faculty and the public.” 

men of the American Army who fell in battle," specifically the Regular Army  casualties of the 
North during the Civil War. Battle Monument  was  designed  by  an architecture engineering 
that included Stanford White, one of the nation's foremost architectural designers of the late 
19th century. The shaft is reportedly the largest polished granite shaft in the Western 
Hemisphere. Some 2,230 names are inscribed on it. The figure at the top, "Lady Fame" or 
"Victory," was sculpted by Frederick MacMonnies, who also did the Nathan Hale statue in City 
Hall Park in New York City.” 

“Great Chain - (at Trophy Point) Links forming the Great Chain stretched across the Hudson 
River at West Point during the Revolutionary War and served as a key element in the area 
defenses. Used from 1778 to 1782, the 500-yard chain floated on logs and was designed to 
act as a barrier to enemy ships. This was the second of two chains to be placed across the 
Hudson. The first was placed four miles below West Point between Fort Montgomery and 
Anthony's Nose, near the location of the present-day Bear Mountain Bridge. In 1778, less than 
halfway through the Revolutionary War, the Americans were able to forge a huge iron chain 
which they successfully stretched across the Hudson River from West Point to Constitution 
Island. For five years the 80-ton chain kept the British warships from attacking the inhabitants 
of the upper Hudson Valley.” 

“Constitution Island - is part of West Point, the United States Military Academy, a National 
Registered Landmark. The Island is most famous for the Great Chain that was placed across 
the Hudson during the Revolutionary War and the Warner family who lived on the Island 
during the 19th century. The Warner House and ruins of the Revolutionary War fortifications 
are the primary points of interest.”
 
    

Below left: Cadets marching in their elegant gala uniforms; Below right: The famous Cadet Chapel; Below lower left: The beautiful stained-

glass windows of the main altar in the Cadet Chapel. Below lower right: Ben points to the engraved name of General Douglas MacAthur at 

the front pew, side by side with other prominent and famous generals  

Below left: PDG Jack, Ben and me posing near a short section of the Great Chain, used to repel the British ships in one of the invasions from 

1778 to 1782; Below right: Quarter 100 one of the oldest buildings there. It is designated for the Superintendent and his family. Some famous 

occupants: Robert E. Lee, Douglas MacArthur, Maxwell Taylor and William C. Westmoreland.

“Thayer Monument - Sylvanus Thayer, Class of 1808, served as Superintendent from 
1817-1833, the longest tenure in Academy history. Known as the "father of the Military 
Academy," Thayer put his mark on this institution to a greater extent than any other individual. 
He strengthened the caliber of the faculty and quality of the academic instruction, brought 
discipline to the military environment and recognized the importance of instilling honor and 
integrity in cadets. The Thayer Monument, erected in 1883, was sculpted by Carl Conrad 50 
years after Thayer's departure as Superintendent.”   

“MacArthur Monument - Douglas MacArthur, Class of 1903, compiled a distinguished record in 
American military history. His more notable contributions include command of the 42nd 
"Rainbow" Division in World War I; superintendency of the U.S. Military Academy; service as 
supreme commander of the southwest Pacific areas in World War II; his role as military 
governor of Japan after World War II; and his service as supreme commander of U.N. forces in 
Korea. In 1962, 40 years after he served as Superintendent, he returned to West Point to 
receive the Thayer Award. At that time, he delivered his famous "Duty, Honor, Country" speech, 
which was his lasting tribute to the ideals of this institution. The statue was sculpted by Walter 
Hancock and dedicated in 1969 by General MacArthur's wife, Jean.” 

   
      Finally, it was time to bid a sad adieu to the inspiring but shortlived four days at West Point. We had 
a leisurely buffet breakfast and said our goodbyes to all of the new friends that we have made. It was a 
chilly morning, but we braved the nippy weather and visited the statue of General Douglas MacArthur 
as a sentimental pilgirmage to our famous hero and saviour. Then, we had our last glimpse of the 
beautiful and historic Thayer Hotel and it reminded us so much of our favorite hotel...The Manila Hotel.    

   

     

     
         A District Conference is a great learning experience not only for the Rotarians but for the RIPR 
as well. The many things Ben shared about District 3790, his district’s many Community and 
International Service Projects served to enlighten members of District 7950, who have also many 
projects like the Angkor Children’s Hospital in Cambodia which they have been supporting for several 
years now; the Shelter Boxes, and sending a container with $250,000 worth of medical equipment to 
Rwanda with Medical Missions for Children. They support “Operation Shoe Fly” and built a library in Kabul, 
Afghanistan. During the Conference, some members of Mercy Ships (a global charity hospital ship) 
came and they promised to visit us in the Philippines one of these days. 

       This coming November 18, 2009, District 7950 is preparing their PAUL HARRIS FOUNDATION 
DINNER and they are planning for 1000 to attend. This is a big District event and they have invited 
Rotarians from the seven other districts that are a part of the Northeast Multi-District PETS. The 
Keynote Speaker will be PRIP Frank Devlyn and PRIVP Mike Mc Govern will introduce Frank. This big 
event will be chaired by PDG Dave Clifton and co-chaired by AG Joe Clancy of the Rotary Club of 
Weymouth.
       
       Throughout the District Conference we felt a great sense of the true friendship and hospitality that 
sets Rotary apart. It was so very satisfying to meet up with so many newfound friends like Paulette 
and Dick Boudrot, David Citron, PDG Anne Williams, AG Joe Clancy and spouse Geraldine, IPDG 
Dave Clifton and spouse Linda, DGE Charlie and spouse Carrie, just to name a few. We met many 
other Rotarians, and everyone seemed to be in the spirit of things, helped by the ambience of this 
lovely hotel and the beautiful surroundings of West Point.
     
           I saved the photos of the West Point tour for last. Our first stop was at the Cadet Chapel. Next 
stop was at the most famous monument which was Battle Monument. We did not have time to stop at 
the Catholic Chapel of the Most Holy Trinity, designed in the Norman Gothic style, was built in 1899 
and enlarged in 1959. This makes it the oldest house of worship of continuous use at the Academy. 
We drove through some of the most picturesque scenes along the Hudson and  even saw some lovely 
Victorian style houses, the most famous of which is Quarters 100, one of the oldest buildings there. 
Quarters 100 is designated for the Superintendent and his family. Previous occupants include Robert 
E. Lee, Douglas MacArthur, Maxwell Taylor and William C. Westmoreland.

    “Douglas MacArthur was one of the best-known American military leaders of World War 
II, when he commanded Allied forces in the southwest Pacific. MacArthur graduated first 
in his class from West Point Academy in 1903, then went to the Philippines and worked as 
an aide to his father, General Arthur MacArthur, Jr. He served with distinction in World 
War I, then returned to the Philippines as major general (1922-25) and commander of the 
Department of the Philippines (1928-30) before a mainland posting as Army chief of staff 
(1930-35). In 1935 he was again sent to the Philippines to organize defenses in 
preparation for their independence. In 1937 he retired from the Army rather than leave his 
Philippine project uncompleted, but he was recalled to active duty when it became clear 
that war with Japan was imminent. Overrun by Japanese forces at Bataan, MacArthur was 
ordered by President Franklin Roosevelt to withdraw to Australia. Before MacArthur and 
his family escaped, he made the famous vow, "I shall return.” 

    Despite the urgings of other military leaders to bypass the Philippines in the drive on 
Tokyo, MacArthur convinced President Roosevelt that an invasion was necessary. On 
October 20, 1944, MacArthur waded onto the invasion beach at Palo, Leyte and delivered 
his prepared address into a waiting microphone: "People of the Philippines: I have 
returned…. Rally to me." For MacArthur, as for millions of Americans, it was an inspiring 
moment - one that even eclipsed in drama his acceptance of the Japanese surrender in 
Tokyo Bay on Sept. 2, 1945. Roosevelt, who never liked him, nonetheless went with the 
flow and made him a five-star general of the army along with Eisenhower two months 
later.”

Below left:  Battle Monument, West Point’s most famous monument overlooking the scenic Hudson River. Below right: the most magnificent 

and beautiful bend along the Hudson River near Battle Monument showing Constitution Island across on the right.
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“Sedgwick Monument - This memorial on the left, 
to Major General John Sedgwick from the 
members of his last command, the 6th Army 
Corps, was dedicated in 1868. Sedgwick was an 
1837 USMA graduate who fought in many of the 
major battles of the Mexican War. During the Civil 
War Battle of the Wilderness, he rallied his 
soldiers to victory. Sedgwick was later killed at the 
Battle of Spottsylvania in 1864. His statue 
reportedly was cast from the Confederate cannon 
captured by his 6th Corps.

Legend holds that if a cadet is deficient in 
academics, the cadet should go to the monument 
at midnight the night before the term-end 
examination, in full dress, under arms, and spin 
the rowels on the monument’s spurs. With luck, 
the cadet will pass the test.”

“Battle Monument - Perhaps the most prominent 
and majestic monument at the Academy. It was 
dedicated in 1897 "in  memory  of the  officers and 

      To this day, “The MacArthur Suite” still exists at the Manila Hotel. It has a large formal dining room, 
a spacious parlor, kitchen, study which includes some of the general's books, pictures of his family and 
mementos of the war, plus a terrace facing Manila Bay. The Manila Hotel, a 570-room, five star hotel in 
Manila, Philippines, is located in the heart of the Manila Bay area. It is the oldest premiere hotel in the 
Philippines, built in 1909 to rival Malacañang Palace, where the Philippine president now lives, and 
opened in 1912, It was built on 3.5 hectares (376,736.9 sq. ft.) of land along Roxas Boulevard. It was 
the residence of General Dougals MacArthur from 1935 to 1941. 

    The hotel contains the offices of several foreign news organizations, like The New York Times. It has 
also hosted numerous historical persons and celebrities, including authors Ernest Hemingway, James 
A. Michener, U.S. President John F. Kennedy, actors Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and John Wayne. 
publisher Henry Luce, entertainer Sammy Davies Jr., Prime Minister Sir Anthony Eden, The Beatles, 
singer Michael Jackson, President Bill Clinton and Hillary and many various world leaders.
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